Physical interaction between Tbx6 and mespb is indispensable for the activation of bowline expression during Xenopus somitogenesis.
During vertebrate somitogenesis, various transcriptional factors function coordinately to determine the position of the somite boundary. Previously, we reported on the signaling crosstalk that occurs between two major transcription factors involved in somitogenesis, Tbx6 and mespb/mesp2. These factors synergistically activated the expression of a downstream gene, bowline/Ripply2, which is essential for precise formation of the somite boundary. However, the molecular mechanism underlying this synergistic effect remains unclear. In this report, we found that the Tbx6 and mespb proteins interacted physically with each other. Pulldown assays with various deletion mutants of these proteins identified the essential domains for this physical interaction. Finally, we found that interference with the physical interaction by a dominant-negative form of mespb, mespbDeltaDBD, abrogated the expression of the bowline gene during Xenopus somitogenesis. These results indicate that the appropriate expression of bowline/Ripply2 is regulated by a direct interaction between the Tbx6 and mespb proteins during Xenopus somitogenesis.